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occurring in harmful downloads.
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In the Loop Oct 14 2021 In the Loop is divided
into three parts: Part 1, "Idioms and Definitions";
Part 2, "Selected Idioms by Category"; and Part
3, "Classroom Activities." The idioms are listed
alphabetically in Part 1. Part 2 highlights some

of the most commonly used idioms, grouped into
categories. Part 3 contains classroom
suggestions to help teachers plan appropriate
exercises for their students. There is also a
complete index at the back of the book listing
page numbers for both main entries and cross-
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references for each idiom.
Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture, A
System of Patterns Apr 20 2022 Patternoriented software architecture is a new
approach to software development. This book
represents the progression and evolution of the
pattern approach into a system of patterns
capable of describing and documenting largescale applications. A pattern system provides, on
one level, a pool of proven solutions to many
recurring design problems. On another it shows
how to combine individual patterns into
heterogeneous structures and as such it can be
used to facilitate a constructive development of
software systems. Uniquely, the patterns that
are presented in this book span several levels of
abstraction, from high-level architectural
patterns and medium-level design patterns to
low-level idioms. The intention of, and
motivation for, this book is to support both
novices and experts in software development.
Novices will gain from the experience inherent

in pattern descriptions and experts will hopefully
make use of, add to, extend and modify patterns
to tailor them to their own needs. None of the
pattern descriptions are cast in stone and, just
as they are borne from experience, it is expected
that further use will feed in and refine individual
patterns and produce an evolving system of
patterns. Visit our Web Page
http://www.wiley.com/compbooks/
Data Visualization May 29 2020 An accessible
primer on how to create effective graphics from
data This book provides students and
researchers a hands-on introduction to the
principles and practice of data visualization. It
explains what makes some graphs succeed while
others fail, how to make high-quality figures
from data using powerful and reproducible
methods, and how to think about data
visualization in an honest and effective way.
Data Visualization builds the reader’s expertise
in ggplot2, a versatile visualization library for
the R programming language. Through a series
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of worked examples, this accessible primer then
demonstrates how to create plots piece by piece,
beginning with summaries of single variables
and moving on to more complex graphics. Topics
include plotting continuous and categorical
variables; layering information on graphics;
producing effective “small multiple” plots;
grouping, summarizing, and transforming data
for plotting; creating maps; working with the
output of statistical models; and refining plots to
make them more comprehensible. Effective
graphics are essential to communicating ideas
and a great way to better understand data. This
book provides the practical skills students and
practitioners need to visualize quantitative data
and get the most out of their research findings.
Provides hands-on instruction using R and
ggplot2 Shows how the “tidyverse” of data
analysis tools makes working with R easier and
more consistent Includes a library of data sets,
code, and functions
Effective Java Nov 22 2019 Are you looking for

a deeper understanding of the Java™
programming language so that you can write
code that is clearer, more correct, more robust,
and more reusable? Look no further! Effective
Java™, Second Edition, brings together seventyeight indispensable programmer’s rules of
thumb: working, best-practice solutions for the
programming challenges you encounter every
day. This highly anticipated new edition of the
classic, Jolt Award-winning work has been
thoroughly updated to cover Java SE 5 and Java
SE 6 features introduced since the first edition.
Bloch explores new design patterns and
language idioms, showing you how to make the
most of features ranging from generics to
enums, annotations to autoboxing. Each chapter
in the book consists of several “items” presented
in the form of a short, standalone essay that
provides specific advice, insight into Java
platform subtleties, and outstanding code
examples. The comprehensive descriptions and
explanations for each item illuminate what to do,
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what not to do, and why. Highlights include:
New coverage of generics, enums, annotations,
autoboxing, the for-each loop, varargs,
concurrency utilities, and much more Updated
techniques and best practices on classic topics,
including objects, classes, libraries, methods,
and serialization How to avoid the traps and
pitfalls of commonly misunderstood subtleties of
the language Focus on the language and its most
fundamental libraries: java.lang, java.util, and,
to a lesser extent, java.util.concurrent and
java.io Simply put, Effective Java™, Second
Edition, presents the most practical,
authoritative guidelines available for writing
efficient, well-designed programs.
Hands-On Design Patterns with Delphi Dec 24
2019 Get up to speed with creational, structural,
behavioral and concurrent patterns in Delphi to
write clear, concise and effective code Key
FeaturesDelve into the core patterns and
components of Delphi in order to master your
application's designBrush up on tricks,

techniques, and best practices to solve common
design and architectural challengesChoose the
right patterns to improve your program’s
efficiency and productivityBook Description
Design patterns have proven to be the go-to
solution for many common programming
scenarios. This book focuses on design patterns
applied to the Delphi language. The book will
provide you with insights into the language and
its capabilities of a runtime library. You'll start
by exploring a variety of design patterns and
understanding them through real-world
examples. This will entail a short explanation of
the concept of design patterns and the original
set of the 'Gang of Four' patterns, which will
help you in structuring your designs efficiently.
Next, you'll cover the most important 'antipatterns' (essentially bad software development
practices) to aid you in steering clear of
problems during programming. You'll then learn
about the eight most important patterns for each
creational, structural, and behavioral type. After
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this, you'll be introduced to the concept of
'concurrency' patterns, which are design
patterns specifically related to multithreading
and parallel computation. These will enable you
to develop and improve an interface between
items and harmonize shared memories within
threads. Toward the concluding chapters, you'll
explore design patterns specific to program
design and other categories of patterns that do
not fall under the 'design' umbrella. By the end
of this book, you'll be able to address common
design problems encountered while developing
applications and feel confident while building
scalable projects. What you will learnGain
insights into the concept of design patternsStudy
modern programming techniques with
DelphiKeep up to date with the latest additions
and program design techniques in DelphiGet to
grips with various modern multithreading
approachesDiscover creational, structural,
behavioral, and concurrent patternsDetermine
how to break a design problem down into its

component partsWho this book is for Hands-On
Design Patterns with Delphi is aimed at
beginner-level Delphi developers who want to
build scalable and robust applications. Basic
knowledge of Delphi is a must.
Go Design Patterns Jul 31 2020 Learn
idiomatic, efficient, clean, and extensible Go
design and concurrency patterns by using TDD
About This Book A highly practical guide filled
with numerous examples unleashing the power
of design patterns with Go. Discover an
introduction of the CSP concurrency model by
explaining GoRoutines and channels. Get a full
explanation, including comprehensive text and
examples, of all known GoF design patterns in
Go. Who This Book Is For The target audience is
both beginner- and advanced-level developers in
the Go programming language. No knowledge of
design patterns is expected. What You Will
Learn All basic syntax and tools needed to start
coding in Go Encapsulate the creation of
complex objects in an idiomatic way in Go
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Create unique instances that cannot be
duplicated within a program Understand the
importance of object encapsulation to provide
clarity and maintainability Prepare cost-effective
actions so that different parts of the program
aren't affected by expensive tasks Deal with
channels and GoRoutines within the Go context
to build concurrent application in Go in an
idiomatic way In Detail Go is a multi-paradigm
programming language that has built-in facilities
to create concurrent applications. Design
patterns allow developers to efficiently address
common problems faced during developing
applications. Go Design Patterns will provide
readers with a reference point to software
design patterns and CSP concurrency design
patterns to help them build applications in a
more idiomatic, robust, and convenient way in
Go. The book starts with a brief introduction to
Go programming essentials and quickly moves
on to explain the idea behind the creation of
design patterns and how they appeared in the

90's as a common "language" between
developers to solve common tasks in objectoriented programming languages. You will then
learn how to apply the 23 Gang of Four (GoF)
design patterns in Go and also learn about CSP
concurrency patterns, the "killer feature" in Go
that has helped Google develop software to
maintain thousands of servers. With all of this
the book will enable you to understand and
apply design patterns in an idiomatic way that
will produce concise, readable, and maintainable
software. Style and approach This book will
teach widely used design patterns and best
practices with Go in a step-by-step manner. The
code will have detailed examples, to allow
programmers to apply design patterns in their
day-to-day coding.
The Best We Could Do Nov 03 2020 National
bestseller 2017 National Book Critics Circle
(NBCC) Finalist ABA Indies Introduce Winter /
Spring 2017 Selection Barnes & Noble Discover
Great New Writers Spring 2017 Selection ALA
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2018 Notable Books Selection An intimate and
poignant graphic novel portraying one family’s
journey from war-torn Vietnam, from debut
author Thi Bui. This beautifully illustrated and
emotional story is an evocative memoir about
the search for a better future and a longing for
the past. Exploring the anguish of immigration
and the lasting effects that displacement has on
a child and her family, Bui documents the story
of her family’s daring escape after the fall of
South Vietnam in the 1970s, and the difficulties
they faced building new lives for themselves. At
the heart of Bui’s story is a universal struggle:
While adjusting to life as a first-time mother, she
ultimately discovers what it means to be a
parent—the endless sacrifices, the unnoticed
gestures, and the depths of unspoken love.
Despite how impossible it seems to take on the
simultaneous roles of both parent and child, Bui
pushes through. With haunting, poetic writing
and breathtaking art, she examines the strength
of family, the importance of identity, and the

meaning of home. In what Pulitzer Prize–winning
novelist Viet Thanh Nguyen calls “a book to
break your heart and heal it,” The Best We
Could Do brings to life Thi Bui’s journey of
understanding, and provides inspiration to all of
those who search for a better future while
longing for a simpler past.
The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation
Jul 11 2021 The bestselling workbook and
grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as
one of the best books around for teaching
grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules,
abundant examples, dozens of reproducible
quizzes, and pre- and post-tests to help teach
grammar to middle and high schoolers, college
students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and
more. This concise, entertaining workbook
makes learning English grammar and usage
simple and fun. This updated 12th edition
reflects the latest updates to English usage and
grammar, and includes answers to all
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reproducible quizzes to facilitate self-assessment
and learning. Clear and concise, with easy-tofollow explanations, offering "just the facts" on
English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully
updated to reflect the latest rules, along with
even more quizzes and pre- and post-tests to
help teach grammar Ideal for students from
seventh grade through adulthood in the US and
abroad For anyone who wants to understand the
major rules and subtle guidelines of English
grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar
and Punctuation offers comprehensive,
straightforward instruction.
Implementation Patterns Feb 24 2020 Software
Expert Kent Beck Presents a Catalog of Patterns
Infinitely Useful for Everyday Programming
Great code doesn’t just function: it clearly and
consistently communicates your intentions,
allowing other programmers to understand your
code, rely on it, and modify it with confidence.
But great code doesn’t just happen. It is the
outcome of hundreds of small but critical

decisions programmers make every single day.
Now, legendary software innovator Kent
Beck—known worldwide for creating Extreme
Programming and pioneering software patterns
and test-driven development—focuses on these
critical decisions, unearthing powerful
“implementation patterns” for writing programs
that are simpler, clearer, better organized, and
more cost effective. Beck collects 77 patterns for
handling everyday programming tasks and
writing more readable code. This new collection
of patterns addresses many aspects of
development, including class, state, behavior,
method, collections, frameworks, and more. He
uses diagrams, stories, examples, and essays to
engage the reader as he illuminates the
patterns. You’ll find proven solutions for
handling everything from naming variables to
checking exceptions.
NET Framework Standard Library
Annotated Reference Jun 29 2020 Edited by a
Lead Program Manager on Microsoft's .NET
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Framework team, .NET Framework Standard
Library Annotated Reference, Volume 1, is the
definitive reference for the .NET Framework
base class library. This book utilizes extensive
annotations and code samples from the creators
of the technology to move beyond the online
documentation and provide .NET developers
with a dictionary-style reference to the mostused parts of the Framework. This volume
covers a subset of the ISO CLI Standards,
including the Base Class Library and the
Extended Numerics Library. In the printed book
you will find informative overviews of each
namespace covered and an easy-to-follow
alphabetic reference of types in the standard,
including type-level descriptions, sample code
with output, and annotations from the design
team and standardization committee. With the
ECMA and ISO standards as its core, this book
includes: Annotations from key members of the
Microsoft design team and the Standardization
committee. Comments cover everything from

design rationale and history to common
problems and shortcomings. An overview of each
namespace, describing its functionality and the
inheritance hierarchy of types it defines. Type
descriptions. Each type is covered in its own
chapter, with a detailed description of how the
type is to be used and a quick reference of the
C# declaration syntax for all members defined
on the type. Also noted: which members are only
available in the Microsoft implementation of the
.NET Framework, which are not available in the
.NET Compact Framework, and which are only
available in V1.1 of the .NET Framework. Code
samples. Types are illustrated by fully
compilable code samples with output included.
Reference tabs and an exhaustive index, which
allow readers to quickly and easily navigate the
text. Reusable source code for more than one
thousand samples. All code has been tested with
versions 1.0, 1.1, and the 2.0 technical preview
of the .NET Framework, and, where appropriate,
with the .NET Compact Framework.
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Colloquial Expressions in Greek Tragedy Jan 25
2020 Stevens began identifying and collecting
colloquialisms in Tragedy in 1937, refined his
definitions in 1945 and finished his work with
the monograph upon Euripides of 1976. This
revised and enlarged edition assesses the
contribution to the field by subsequent scholars.
It adds many expressions to Stevens's list, which
is now divided into two categories: expressions
that are confidently identified as colloquial, and
almost as many that are probable or possible. An
unexpected finding is that Sophocles used hardly
fewer such expressions than Euripides. The
book's chief aim is to broaden the evidential
basis for colloquialisms in Tragedy, and to
attempt a more useful evaluation of their usage:
statistics are gathered on their distribution and
location, and their frequent concentration in
types of dramatic and stylistic context. Many
individual passages, and the possible use of
colloquialisms for characterization, are
discussed. The book includes full indices

locorum for expressions and usages.
Python Pocket Reference Jan 05 2021 Updated
for both Python 3.4 and 2.7, this convenient
pocket guide is the perfect on-the-job quick
reference. You’ll find concise, need-to-know
information on Python types and statements,
special method names, built-in functions and
exceptions, commonly used standard library
modules, and other prominent Python tools. The
handy index lets you pinpoint exactly what you
need. Written by Mark Lutz—widely recognized
as the world’s leading Python trainer—Python
Pocket Reference is an ideal companion to
O’Reilly’s classic Python tutorials, Learning
Python and Programming Python, also written by
Mark. This fifth edition covers: Built-in object
types, including numbers, lists, dictionaries, and
more Statements and syntax for creating and
processing objects Functions and modules for
structuring and reusing code Python’s objectoriented programming tools Built-in functions,
exceptions, and attributes Special operator
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overloading methods Widely used standard
library modules and extensions Command-line
options and development tools Python idioms
and hints The Python SQL Database API
Java 2 Performance and Idiom Guide Jul 23 2022
Software -- Programming Languages.
The Hitchhiker's Guide to Python Aug 24
2022 The Hitchhiker's Guide to Python takes the
journeyman Pythonista to true expertise. More
than any other language, Python was created
with the philosophy of simplicity and parsimony.
Now 25 years old, Python has become the
primary or secondary language (after SQL) for
many business users. With popularity comes
diversity—and possibly dilution. This guide,
collaboratively written by over a hundred
members of the Python community, describes
best practices currently used by package and
application developers. Unlike other books for
this audience, The Hitchhiker’s Guide is light on
reusable code and heavier on design philosophy,
directing the reader to excellent sources that

already exist.
Framework Design Guidelines Oct 26 2022
This is the eBook version of the print title,
Framework Design Guidelines, Second Edition .
Access to all the samples, applications, and
content on the DVD is available through the
product catalog page
www.informit.com/title/9780321545619
Navigate to the “Downloads” tab and click on
the “DVD Contents” links - see instructions in
back pages of your eBook. Framework Design
Guidelines, Second Edition, teaches developers
the best practices for designing reusable
libraries for the Microsoft .NET Framework.
Expanded and updated for .NET 3.5, this new
edition focuses on the design issues that directly
affect the programmability of a class library,
specifically its publicly accessible APIs. This
book can improve the work of any .NET
developer producing code that other developers
will use. It includes copious annotations to the
guidelines by thirty-five prominent architects
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and practitioners of the .NET Framework,
providing a lively discussion of the reasons for
the guidelines as well as examples of when to
break those guidelines. Microsoft architects
Krzysztof Cwalina and Brad Abrams teach
framework design from the top down. From their
significant combined experience and deep
insight, you will learn The general philosophy
and fundamental principles of framework design
Naming guidelines for the various parts of a
framework Guidelines for the design and
extending of types and members of types Issues
affecting–and guidelines for
ensuring–extensibility How (and how not) to
design exceptions Guidelines for–and examples
of–common framework design patterns
Guidelines in this book are presented in four
major forms: Do, Consider, Avoid, and Do not.
These directives help focus attention on
practices that should always be used, those that
should generally be used, those that should
rarely be used, and those that should never be

used. Every guideline includes a discussion of its
applicability, and most include a code example
to help illuminate the dialogue. Framework
Design Guidelines, Second Edition, is the only
definitive source of best practices for managed
code API development, direct from the architects
themselves. A companion DVD includes the
Designing .NET Class Libraries video series,
instructional presentations by the authors on
design guidelines for developing classes and
components that extend the .NET Framework. A
sample API specification and other useful
resources and tools are also included.
Effective Modern C++ Jul 19 2019 Coming to
grips with C++11 and C++14 is more than a
matter of familiarizing yourself with the features
they introduce (e.g., auto type declarations,
move semantics, lambda expressions, and
concurrency support). The challenge is learning
to use those features effectively—so that your
software is correct, efficient, maintainable, and
portable. That’s where this practical book comes
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in. It describes how to write truly great software
using C++11 and C++14—i.e. using modern
C++. Topics include: The pros and cons of
braced initialization, noexcept specifications,
perfect forwarding, and smart pointer make
functions The relationships among std::move,
std::forward, rvalue references, and universal
references Techniques for writing clear, correct,
effective lambda expressions How std::atomic
differs from volatile, how each should be used,
and how they relate to C++'s concurrency API
How best practices in "old" C++ programming
(i.e., C++98) require revision for software
development in modern C++ Effective Modern
C++ follows the proven guideline-based,
example-driven format of Scott Meyers' earlier
books, but covers entirely new material. "After I
learned the C++ basics, I then learned how to
use C++ in production code from Meyer's series
of Effective C++ books. Effective Modern C++
is the most important how-to book for advice on
key guidelines, styles, and idioms to use modern

C++ effectively and well. Don't own it yet? Buy
this one. Now". -- Herb Sutter, Chair of ISO C++
Standards Committee and C++ Software
Architect at Microsoft
Framework Design Guidelines: Conventions,
Idioms, And Patterns For Reusable .Net
Libraries, 2/E Sep 25 2022
Designing Data Visualizations Apr 08 2021 Data
visualization is an efficient and effective medium
for communicating large amounts of
information, but the design process can often
seem like an unexplainable creative endeavor.
This concise book aims to demystify the design
process by showing you how to use a linear
decision-making process to encode your
information visually. Delve into different kinds of
visualization, including infographics and visual
art, and explore the influences at work in each
one. Then learn how to apply these concepts to
your design process. Learn data visualization
classifications, including explanatory,
exploratory, and hybrid Discover how three
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fundamental influences—the designer, the
reader, and the data—shape what you create
Learn how to describe the specific goal of your
visualization and identify the supporting data
Decide the spatial position of your visual entities
with axes Encode the various dimensions of your
data with appropriate visual properties, such as
shape and color See visualization best practices
and suggestions for encoding various specific
data types
The Rails Way Jun 22 2022 The expert guide to
building Ruby on Rails applications Ruby on
Rails strips complexity from the development
process, enabling professional developers to
focus on what matters most: delivering business
value. Now, for the first time, there’s a
comprehensive, authoritative guide to building
production-quality software with Rails.
Pioneering Rails developer Obie Fernandez and
a team of experts illuminate the entire Rails API,
along with the Ruby idioms, design approaches,
libraries, and plug-ins that make Rails so

valuable. Drawing on their unsurpassed
experience, they address the real challenges
development teams face, showing how to use
Rails’ tools and best practices to maximize
productivity and build polished applications
users will enjoy. Using detailed code examples,
Obie systematically covers Rails’ key capabilities
and subsystems. He presents advanced
programming techniques, introduces open
source libraries that facilitate easy Rails
adoption, and offers important insights into
testing and production deployment. Dive deep
into the Rails codebase together, discovering
why Rails behaves as it does— and how to make
it behave the way you want it to. This book will
help you Increase your productivity as a web
developer Realize the overall joy of
programming with Ruby on Rails Learn what’s
new in Rails 2.0 Drive design and protect longterm maintainability with TestUnit and RSpec
Understand and manage complex program flow
in Rails controllers Leverage Rails’ support for
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designing REST-compliant APIs Master
sophisticated Rails routing concepts and
techniques Examine and troubleshoot Rails
routing Make the most of ActiveRecord objectrelational mapping Utilize Ajax within your Rails
applications Incorporate logins and
authentication into your application Extend Rails
with the best third-party plug-ins and write your
own Integrate email services into your
applications with ActionMailer Choose the right
Rails production configurations Streamline
deployment with Capistrano
The Chicago Guide to Grammar, Usage, and
Punctuation Sep 01 2020 The authoritative
guide to using the English language effectively,
from “the greatest writer on grammar and usage
that this country has ever produced” (David
Yerkes, Columbia University). The author of The
Chicago Manual of Style’s popular “Grammar
and Usage” chapter, Bryan A. Garner is
renowned for explaining the vagaries of English
with absolute precision and utmost clarity. With

The Chicago Guide to Grammar, Usage, and
Punctuation, he has written the definitive guide
for writers who want their prose to be both
memorable and correct. Garner describes
standard literary English—the forms that mark
writers and speakers as educated users of the
language. He also offers historical context for
understanding the development of these forms.
The section on grammar explains how the
canonical parts of speech came to be identified,
while the section on syntax covers the nuances
of sentence patterns as well as both traditional
sentence diagramming and transformational
grammar. The usage section provides an
unprecedented trove of empirical evidence in the
form of Google Ngrams, diagrams that illustrate
the changing prevalence of specific terms over
decades and even centuries of English literature.
Garner also treats punctuation and word
formation, and concludes the book with an
exhaustive glossary of grammatical terms and a
bibliography of suggested further reading and
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references. The Chicago Guide to Grammar,
Usage, and Punctuation is a magisterial work,
the culmination of Garner’s lifelong study of the
English language. The result is a landmark
resource that will offer clear guidelines to
students, writers, and editors alike. “[A manual]
for those of us laboring to produce expository
prose: nonfiction books, journalistic articles,
memorandums, business letters. The
conservatism of his advice pushes you to
consider audience and occasion, so that you will
understand when to follow convention and when
you can safely break it.”—John E. McIntyre,
Baltimore Sun
Fluent Python Aug 12 2021 Python’s simplicity
lets you become productive quickly, but this
often means you aren’t using everything it has to
offer. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how
to write effective, idiomatic Python code by
leveraging its best—and possibly most
neglected—features. Author Luciano Ramalho
takes you through Python’s core language

features and libraries, and shows you how to
make your code shorter, faster, and more
readable at the same time. Many experienced
programmers try to bend Python to fit patterns
they learned from other languages, and never
discover Python features outside of their
experience. With this book, those Python
programmers will thoroughly learn how to
become proficient in Python 3. This book covers:
Python data model: understand how special
methods are the key to the consistent behavior
of objects Data structures: take full advantage of
built-in types, and understand the text vs bytes
duality in the Unicode age Functions as objects:
view Python functions as first-class objects, and
understand how this affects popular design
patterns Object-oriented idioms: build classes by
learning about references, mutability, interfaces,
operator overloading, and multiple inheritance
Control flow: leverage context managers,
generators, coroutines, and concurrency with
the concurrent.futures and asyncio packages
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Metaprogramming: understand how properties,
attribute descriptors, class decorators, and
metaclasses work
The Elements of Java(TM) Style Sep 13 2021
The Elements of Java Style, written by renowned
author Scott Ambler, Rogue Wave Software Vice
President Alan Vermeulen, and a team of
programmers from Rogue Wave, is for anyone
who writes Java code. While there are many
books that explain the syntax and basic use of
Java, this book, first published in 2000, explains
not just what you can do with the syntax, but
what you ought to do. Just as Strunk and White's
The Elements of Style provides rules of usage for
the English language, this book provides a set of
rules for Java practitioners to follow. While
illustrating these rules with parallel examples of
correct and incorrect usage, the book provides a
collection of standards, conventions, and
guidelines for writing solid Java code which will
be easy to understand, maintain, and enhance.
Anyone who writes Java code or plans to should

have this book next to their computer.
Eloquent Ruby Sep 20 2019 It’s easy to write
correct Ruby code, but to gain the fluency
needed to write great Ruby code, you must go
beyond syntax and absorb the “Ruby way” of
thinking and problem solving. In Eloquent Ruby,
Russ Olsen helps you write Ruby like true
Rubyists do–so you can leverage its immense,
surprising power. Olsen draws on years of
experience internalizing the Ruby culture and
teaching Ruby to other programmers. He guides
you to the “Ah Ha!” moments when it suddenly
becomes clear why Ruby works the way it does,
and how you can take advantage of this
language’s elegance and expressiveness.
Eloquent Ruby starts small, answering tactical
questions focused on a single statement,
method, test, or bug. You’ll learn how to write
code that actually looks like Ruby (not Java or
C#); why Ruby has so many control structures;
how to use strings, expressions, and symbols;
and what dynamic typing is really good for.
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Next, the book addresses bigger questions
related to building methods and classes. You’ll
discover why Ruby classes contain so many tiny
methods, when to use operator overloading, and
when to avoid it. Olsen explains how to write
Ruby code that writes its own code–and why
you’ll want to. He concludes with powerful
project-level features and techniques ranging
from gems to Domain Specific Languages. A part
of the renowned Addison-Wesley Professional
Ruby Series, Eloquent Ruby will help you “put
on your Ruby-colored glasses” and get results
that make you a true believer.
Rules for Compositors and Readers ... at the
University Press, Oxford Aug 20 2019
More Effective C# Jun 10 2021 In More
Effective C#, Microsoft C# MVP and Regional
Director Bill Wagner introduces fifty brand-new
ways to write more efficient and more robust
software. This all-new book follows the same
format as Wagner’s best-selling Effective C#
(Addison-Wesley, 2005), providing clear,

practical explanations, expert tips, and plenty of
realistic code examples. Wagner shows how to
make the most of powerful innovations built into
Microsoft’s new C# 3.0 and .NET Framework
3.5, as well as advanced C# language
capabilities not covered in his previous book.
Drawing on his unsurpassed C# experience, the
author reveals new best practices for working
with LINQ, generics, metaprogramming, and
many other features. He also uncovers practices
that compromise performance or reliability and
shows exactly how to avoid them. More Effective
C# shows how to Use generics to express your
design intent more effectively Master advanced
generics techniques, such as constraints,
method constraints, and generic specialization
Use the multithreaded techniques you’ll need to
work with the .NET framework every day
Express modern design idioms using the rich
palette of C# language features Successfully mix
object oriented and functional programming
constructs Create composable interfaces and
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avoid confusion in public interfaces Use
extension methods to separate contracts from
implementation Program successfully with C#
closures and anonymous types Write more
effective LINQ queries Make the most of LINQ
Lazy Evaluation Queries and Lambda
Expressions Distinguish and convert between
delegates and expression trees Efficiently utilize
nullable types and partial classes Use implicit
properties for mutable, nonserializable data
You’re already a successful C#
programmer—this book can help you become an
outstanding one.
Programming in the .NET Environment Mar 19
2022 Demonstrates how to create generic
frameworks, libraries, classes, and tools that can
be used in the .NET environment and provides
instructions on how to select the right language
to develop parts of a system and how to
integrate them at runtime.
OECD Style Guide Third Edition Jun 17 2019
This third edition of the OECD Style Guide is

designed to help draft and organise published
material so that readers can easily navigate,
understand and access OECD analysis, statistics
and information.
Behind Bars Feb 06 2021 Behind Bars is the
indispensable reference book for composers,
arrangers, teachers and students of composition,
editors, and music processors. In the most
thorough and painstakingly researched book to
be published since the 1980s, specialist music
editor Elaine Gould provides a comprehensive
grounding in notational principles. This full
eBook version is in fixed-layout format to ensure
layout and image quality is consistent with the
original hardback edition. Behind Bars covers
everything from basic rules, conventions and
themes to complex instrumental techniques,
empowering the reader to prepare music with
total clarity and precision. With the advent of
computer technology, it has never been more
important for musicians to have ready access to
principles of best practice in this dynamic field,
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and this book will support the endeavours of
software users and devotees of hand-copying
alike. The author's understanding of, and
passion for, her subject has resulted in a book
that is not only practical but also compellingly
readable. This seminal and all-encompassing
guide encourages new standards of excellence
and accuracy and, at 704 pages, it is supported
by 1,500 music examples of published scores
from Bach to Xenakis. This is the full eBook
version of the original hardback edition.
The Art of Unit Testing Jan 17 2022 Summary
The Art of Unit Testing, Second Edition guides
you step by step from writing your first simple
tests to developing robust test sets that are
maintainable, readable, and trustworthy. You'll
master the foundational ideas and quickly move
to high-value subjects like mocks, stubs, and
isolation, including frameworks such as Moq,
FakeItEasy, and Typemock Isolator. You'll
explore test patterns and organization, working
with legacy code, and even "untestable" code.

Along the way, you'll learn about integration
testing and techniques and tools for testing
databases and other technologies. About this
Book You know you should be unit testing, so
why aren't you doing it? If you're new to unit
testing, if you find unit testing tedious, or if
you're just not getting enough payoff for the
effort you put into it, keep reading. The Art of
Unit Testing, Second Edition guides you step by
step from writing your first simple unit tests to
building complete test sets that are
maintainable, readable, and trustworthy. You'll
move quickly to more complicated subjects like
mocks and stubs, while learning to use isolation
(mocking) frameworks like Moq, FakeItEasy, and
Typemock Isolator. You'll explore test patterns
and organization, refactor code applications, and
learn how to test "untestable" code. Along the
way, you'll learn about integration testing and
techniques for testing with databases. The
examples in the book use C#, but will benefit
anyone using a statically typed language such as
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Java or C++. Purchase of the print book includes
a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats
from Manning Publications. What's Inside Create
readable, maintainable, trustworthy tests Fakes,
stubs, mock objects, and isolation (mocking)
frameworks Simple dependency injection
techniques Refactoring legacy code About the
Author Roy Osherove has been coding for over
15 years, and he consults and trains teams
worldwide on the gentle art of unit testing and
test-driven development. His blog is at
ArtOfUnitTesting.com. Table of Contents PART 1
GETTING STARTED The basics of unit testing A
first unit test PART 2 CORE TECHNIQUES
Using stubs to break dependencies Interaction
testing using mock objects Isolation (mocking)
frameworks Digging deeper into isolation
frameworks PART 3 THE TEST CODE Test
hierarchies and organization The pillars of good
unit tests PART 4 DESIGN AND PROCESS
Integrating unit testing into the organization
Working with legacy code Design and testability

The Global English Style Guide Mar 27 2020
This detailed, example-driven guide illustrates
how much technical communicators can do to
make written texts more suitable for a global
audience. You'll find dozens of guidelines that
you won't find in any other source, along with
thorough explanations of why each guideline is
useful.
Python Essential Reference May 09 2021
Python Essential Reference is the definitive
reference guide to the Python programming
language — the one authoritative handbook that
reliably untangles and explains both the core
Python language and the most essential parts of
the Python library. Designed for the professional
programmer, the book is concise, to the point,
and highly accessible. It also includes detailed
information on the Python library and many
advanced subjects that is not available in either
the official Python documentation or any other
single reference source. Thoroughly updated to
reflect the significant new programming
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language features and library modules that have
been introduced in Python 2.6 and Python 3, the
fourth edition of Python Essential Reference is
the definitive guide for programmers who need
to modernize existing Python code or who are
planning an eventual migration to Python 3.
Programmers starting a new Python project will
find detailed coverage of contemporary Python
programming idioms. This fourth edition of
Python Essential Reference features numerous
improvements, additions, and updates: Coverage
of new language features, libraries, and modules
Practical coverage of Python's more advanced
features including generators, coroutines,
closures, metaclasses, and decorators Expanded
coverage of library modules related to
concurrent programming including threads,
subprocesses, and the new multiprocessing
module Up-to-the-minute coverage of how to use
Python 2.6’s forward compatibility mode to
evaluate code for Python 3 compatibility
Improved organization for even faster answers

and better usability Updates to reflect modern
Python programming style and idioms Updated
and improved example code Deep coverage of
low-level system and networking library modules
— including options not covered in the standard
documentation
Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary
KLETT VERSION Feb 18 2022 The Cambridge
Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital
support which advanced students need,
especially with the essential skills: reading,
writing, listening and speaking. In the book: *
170,000 words, phrases and examples * New
words: so your English stays up-to-date * Colour
headwords: so you can find the word you are
looking for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200
'Common Learner Error' notes show how to
avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations
show the way words work together * Colour
pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the CDROM: * Sound: recordings in British and
American English, plus practice tools to help
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improve pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart
Thesaurus helps you choose the right word *
QUICKfind looks up words for you while you are
working or reading on screen * UNIQUE!
SUPERwrite gives on screen help with grammar,
spelling and collocation when you are writing *
Hundreds of interactive exercises
The Chicago Manual of Style Apr 27 2020
Searchable electronic version of print product
with fully hyperlinked cross-references.
Modern Java Recipes Oct 22 2019 The
introduction of functional programming concepts
in Java SE 8 was a drastic change for this
venerable object-oriented language. Lambda
expressions, method references, and streams
fundamentally changed the idioms of the
language, and many developers have been trying
to catch up ever since. This cookbook will help.
With more than 70 detailed recipes, author Ken
Kousen shows you how to use the newest
features of Java to solve a wide range of
problems. For developers comfortable with

previous Java versions, this guide covers nearly
all of Java SE 8, and includes a chapter focused
on changes coming in Java 9. Need to
understand how functional idioms will change
the way you write code? This cookbook—chock
full of use cases—is for you. Recipes cover: The
basics of lambda expressions and method
references Interfaces in the java.util.function
package Stream operations for transforming and
filtering data Comparators and Collectors for
sorting and converting streaming data
Combining lambdas, method references, and
streams Creating instances and extract values
from Java’s Optional type New I/O capabilities
that support functional streams The Date-Time
API that replaces the legacy Date and Calendar
classes Mechanisms for experimenting with
concurrency and parallelism
A Bee in Ben's Bonnet Oct 02 2020 "Ben lived in
a very large house with his very large family. But
Ben had a bee in his bonnet. All Ben really
wanted was his very large family to celebrate his
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birthday. So Ben left his room to ask them, one
by one. BUT ..." And so begins this delightful
new picture book story. Ben feels that his
birthday has been forgotten and that everyone is
too busy to give him any attention. Until he gets
a surprise at the end! This picture book uses
popular cliches or expressions to keep the text
moving at a fast and interesting pace. So not
only are children being introduced to sayings but
they will enjoy the rythmical feel of the book.
Kim's vibrant illustrations match the words
perfectly. An endearing story from a fabulous
new team; a new author and a much-loved
illustrator.
The IBM Style Guide Mar 07 2021 Straight
from IBM: complete, proven guidelines for
writing consistent, clear, concise, consumable,
reusable, and easy to- translate content Brings
together everything IBM has learned about
writing outstanding technical and business
content.
Multiword expressions Nov 15 2021

Multiword expressions (MWEs) are a challenge
for both the natural language applications and
the linguistic theory because they often defy the
application of the machinery developed for free
combinations where the default is that the
meaning of an utterance can be predicted from
its structure. There is a rich body of primarily
descriptive work on MWEs for many European
languages but comparative work is little. The
volume brings together MWE experts to explore
the benefits of a multilingual perspective on
MWEs. The ten contributions in this volume look
at MWEs in Bulgarian, English, French, German,
Maori, Modern Greek, Romanian, Serbian, and
Spanish. They discuss prominent issues in MWE
research such as classification of MWEs, their
formal grammatical modeling, and the
description of individual MWE types from the
point of view of different theoretical frameworks,
such as Dependency Grammar, Generative
Grammar, Head-driven Phrase Structure
Grammar, Lexical Functional Grammar, Lexicon
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Grammar.
C++ Coding Standards Dec 16 2021 Consistent,
high-quality coding standards improve software
quality, reduce time-to-market, promote
teamwork, eliminate time wasted on
inconsequential matters, and simplify
maintenance. Now, two of the world's most
respected C++ experts distill the rich collective
experience of the global C++ community into a
set of coding standards that every developer and
development team can understand and use as a
basis for their own coding standards. The
authors cover virtually every facet of C++
programming: design and coding style,
functions, operators, class design, inheritance,
construction/destruction, copying, assignment,
namespaces, modules, templates, genericity,
exceptions, STL containers and algorithms, and
more. Each standard is described concisely, with
practical examples. From type definition to error
handling, this book presents C++ best practices,
including some that have only recently been

identified and standardized-techniques you may
not know even if you've used C++ for years.
Along the way, you'll find answers to questions
like What's worth standardizing--and what isn't?
What are the best ways to code for scalability?
What are the elements of a rational error
handling policy? How (and why) do you avoid
unnecessary initialization, cyclic, and
definitional dependencies? When (and how)
should you use static and dynamic polymorphism
together? How do you practice "safe"
overriding? When should you provide a no-fail
swap? Why and how should you prevent
exceptions from propagating across module
boundaries? Why shouldn't you write namespace
declarations or directives in a header file? Why
should you use STL vector and string instead of
arrays? How do you choose the right STL search
or sort algorithm? What rules should you follow
to ensure type-safe code? Whether you're
working alone or with others, C++ Coding
Standards will help you write cleaner code--and
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write it faster, with fewer hassles and less
frustration.
Out of the Blue Dec 04 2020 Presents popular
color-related idioms and their meanings,
including "green with envy" and "tickled pink,"

with humorous illustrations accompanying each
idiom.
Framework Design Guidelines May 21 2022
DVD contains video presentations of topics;
sample API specification; other resources.
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